legion: a unit of
three thousand to six
thousand soldiers in
the Roman army.
denarius: a silver
Roman coin equal to
the typical wage for a
day’s labor.
praetorium: a
Roman governor’s or general’s
headquarters.
centurion: a Roman
army officer, typically
in charge of one
hundred soldiers.

things are going to turn out. Mark seems to be recounting stories that people
have heard before and will want to hear again.
It is interesting to note what needs to be explained and what Mark simply
assumes his readers will know or believe. He assumes, on the one hand, that
his readers regard the Scriptures of Israel as the word of God (see 7:8) and will
understand what it means to say that Jesus is the Messiah (8:29), and that Jesus
gives his life as a ransom (10:45). On the other hand, he does not assume that
they have much knowledge of Jewish matters intrinsic to Palestine: he realizes
that they may need some words of explanation concerning what Sadducees
believe (12:18) or regarding what Pharisees mean by “eating with defiled hands”
(7:2–5). Mark assumes that his readers do know the meaning of Latin words
and concepts drawn from the Roman world (“legion” [5:9, 15]; “denarius”
[12:15]; “praetorium” [15:16]; “centurion” [15:39]), but he regularly defines
Aramaic words used by Jews in Palestine (“Boanerges” [3:17]; “talitha cum”
[5:41]; “corban” [7:11]; “ephphatha” [7:34]; “Bartimaeus” [10:46]; “Abba”
[14:36]; “Golgotha” [15:22]; “Eloi, Eloi, lema sabachthani” [15:34]).
From all of this we may surmise that Mark is probably writing for an audience of Roman Christians for whom the story of Jesus and his disciples is
sacred history—sacred insofar as it is foundational for their religious faith,
but history in that it happened some time ago among people who were quite
different from them.
As noted above, most scholars think that the Gospel of Mark was written
around the year 70, a few years before or after the temple in Jerusalem was destroyed by the Romans during the Jewish war with Rome. One reason for this is
that in Mark 13:2 Jesus predicts the destruction of the temple, and many scholars
think that Mark would be more likely to have included such a prediction in his
Gospel if it had actually come to pass or at least seemed likely to come to pass.
Another reason for supposing a date in the 65–73 range is that much of Mark’s
Gospel is concerned with ofBox 7.3
fering comfort, courage, and
counsel to Christians sufferPossible Sources for Mark’s Gospel
ing violent persecution (e.g.,
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ters 4–8
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• an apocalyptic tract containing
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and resurrection)
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